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Summary
Shear waves from microearthquakes induced by hydraulic fracturing are observed on threecomponent (3C) accelerometers along a 2 km surface profile. The S-wave waveforms exhibit
at least two distinct phases suggesting shear-wave splitting. This observation implies the existence of shear anisotropy between the stimulated reservoir and the surface array. We develop
and apply several methods to measure the time delay between the two arrivals. The observed
shear-wave splitting suggests that something other than vertical transverse isotropy (VTI) is
being encountered at this observation site. This observation may explain why S-waves do not
improve location accuracy of microseismic events from surface locations as isotropic or VTI
model will not focus S-wave energy recorded at long offsets.
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Introduction
Seismic anisotropy (i.e. the dependence of seismic
velocities on the direction of propagation) is commonly observed both in solid earth seismology (upper mantle, core-mantle boundary, inner core) and in
seismic prospecting (Thomsen, 1986). In exploration, a proper estimation and handling of anisotropy
is helpful for improving reservoir imaging, lithotype
discrimination (e.g., shales versus sands), characterizing fractures and stresses, and monitoring the
time-lapse changes of producing fields. Additionally, understanding the subsurface anisotropy is crucial for obtaining accurate estimates of induced microseismic event locations.

Figure 1 Map view of the receiver layout. 3C
accelerometers are located along the dark blue
line, two microseismic events are shown with
yellow and orange, schematic ray paths are
light blue.

Inversion for seismic anisotropy remains challenging
owing to its multi-parameter nature and the nonuniqueness of typical anisotropy-estimation problems.
These are usually overcome by making certain assumptions about the anisotropic symmetry and describing the data within an assumed model such as
VTI. To relax those assumptions, we need more
data. One option is to supplement conventional Pwave seismic with S-waves (e.g., Teanby et al.,
2004). Then, we might observe shear-wave splitting
which could help us to constrain the anisotropic
symmetries.

In this study, we examine the splitting from induced seismic events recorded along a line of
receivers above a hydraulically stimulated reservoir and analyze the implied type of anisotropy. Figure 1 shows the layout of 3C accelerometers relative to the locations of the two largest
microseismic events observed during hydraulic treatment of a horizontal well drilled through
gas-bearing shale. Seismicity induced by the hydraulic stimulation was found to evolve along
narrow east-western trends. The two microseismic events used for this study were induced
during the final stage of the stimulation and are located close to each other at true vertical
depths around 2125 m.
Shear-wave picking
The largest microseismic events can be observed on the surface receivers after noise suppression. The long path length between the reservoir and the surface, however, results in significant attenuation of the recorded signals. As attenuation of P- and S-waves is approximately
the same per cycle (i.e. QS ~ QP), the S-wave signal at the surface is considerably weaker because the S-waves travel more wavelengths along a similar path. As a result, the useful shear
signal in this dataset occurs below 25 Hz. The lower bound of useable frequency content is
limited by the background noise. Thus, we had to bandpass the recorded waveforms to a narrow frequency band between 15 Hz and 25 Hz and apply an Automatic Gain Control (AGC)
filter.
An additional challenge is posed by the fact that our data are acquired at the surface,
which not only distorts direct arrivals but also creates scattered energy of a comparable magnitude. Those multiple arrivals are also observed for P-waves, indicating that multiple shearwave arrivals result not from multiple anisotropic layers but from near-surface heterogeneity
and scattering. Therefore, only the first arrivals of approximately orthogonally polarized Swaves (S1 and S2) can be confidently picked and used to measure the effective S-wave splitting.
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In order to estimate the shear-wave splitting, it is necessary to pick both S1 and S2 arrivals. As the source mechanism of microseismic events is unknown, each of these arrivals
can have either positive or negative polarity. Given the narrow bandwidth of the waveforms,
the arrival picks are subject to a half-period uncertainty. Therefore, we pick the times of the
first maxima or minima of the waveforms. Figure 2 gives an example of surface microseismic
data acquired during the active well stimulation process.
To pick the
amplitudes automatically, a two-step procedure was developed.
First, all peaks and
troughs within a preset
time interval on each
trace along the receiver
line are identified. Then
we manually select a
particular arrival –
usually a trace with a
high
signal-to-noise
ratio – and an automatic processing code
finds smooth arrival
times from adjacent
seismograms along the
receiver array. We impose a smoothing condition for each receiver
as the traveltime of a
seismic wave is expected to be smooth
(contrary to the particle
polarization which may
vary in the presence of
near-surface heterogeneities).
Figure 2 Radial component of the recorded S-waves. Illustration of the automated picking routine: (top) picks of the maximum peak of each trace; (middle)
picks of 8 peaks of each trace; (bottom) smoothed picks of the S-wave arrivals.

Figure 2 illustrates our picking methodology on the radial component of twenty-five
receivers in the central position of the receiver line for the peaks only. A time interval of 400
milliseconds is set around the assumed S-wave arrivals. The top plot shows the result of standard picking that selects the largest amplitude at each trace. The middle plot presents picking
of eight local peaks. The bottom plot shows a smoothed arrival-time curve compiled by selecting the closest of the eight peaks regardless of their amplitudes.
Method 1 – assumption of 1D VTI media
Assuming a laterally homogeneous VTI medium, we can rotate the horizontal components
into the radial and transverse directions to separate the SV and SH waves based on geometry
of each source-receiver pair. We then apply the described semi-automatic picking procedure
to the vertical, radial, and transverse components to pick the times of P-, SV- and SH-waves.
Unambiguous arrival times were found for hypocentral distances from 2200 to 3220 m. The
S-wave splitting measured on the radial and transverse components is shown by the blue line
in Figure 3. Note that the SV-wave is faster. The splitting between SV and SH-waves increases with the offset between the distances from 2300 to 2800 m. This increase is consistent with
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a VTI media as the SHwave can travel slower
than the SV-wave at intermediate polar angles
(Thomsen, 2002).
Method 2 – assumption
of vertical S-wave slowness vectors
The event arrivals in Figure 2 indicate a significant
near-surface scattering. It
is very likely that this scattering causes deviation of
the laterally refracted SFigure 3 Arrival time differences between vertically and horizontally polarized waves from the directions
S-wave times as functions of the hypocentral distance. Blue line: splitting times to hypocenter. Furtherbetween radial (SV) and transverse (SH) waves (positive for faster SV). The
red line represent smoothed arrival time differences without assumption of VTI more, at small offsets, the
and lateral homogeneity. Dots: splitting times in the horizontal plane by optim- estimated hypocenter azial orientation of the components (crosscorrelation); black dots correspond to muthal directions are sethe maximum of crosscorrelation for each receiver remaining colors represent verely compromised by
other peaks. Green lines mark the shear-wave splitting coefficients γ(S) calculateral errors in the estilated as the ratios of the splitting times to total S-wave times.
mated locations of the
studied events. This instability is consistent with our inability to detect any S-wave splitting at
near-offset receivers (hypocentral distance less than 2300 m as shown in Figure 3). Thus, we
visually inspected the records from some of those receivers and, although the signals were not
as strong as at larger offsets, managed to find S-wave splitting such as that shown on the hodogram in Figure 4. The splitting time is significant – approximately 50 ms or nearly 4%. As
the splitting observed at near-vertical propagation is greater than that at larger polar angles
(Figure 3), it cannot be explained by VTI which requires the splitting to smoothly decrease to
zero as the wave-propagation trajectory approaches the vertical and the ray length decreases.
To estimate this more complicated splitting, we
introduce a correction to the azimuth by assuming
that the S-wave slowness vectors are almost vertical as a result of propagation through a near-surface
weathering zone. We then find an optimal orientation of the S-wave polarization locally at each receiver. This is achieved by rotating the horizontal
receiver axes in 1o increments and computing the
cross-correlation between the rotated horizontal
components. The cross-correlation maxima then
determine the optimum orientation and the time
delay. For this computation, we use the previously
estimated S-wave arrival times and limit the search Figure 4 Particle motion in the horizontal
to the time intervals starting approximately one plane. Hodogram of 50 ms around the first Speriod (50 ms) before and four periods (200 ms) wave arrival at receiver 52 is shown. Red circle
denotes the beginning of the particle motion.
after our time picks. Also, we constrain the rotation Each black dot represents 2 ms.
0
to ±20 from the azimuth of the hypocenter. Figure
3 shows the splitting times obtained with cross-correlation for each receiver by colored dots
corresponding to the different maxima of the cross-correlation function. For the hypocentral
distance from 2300 m to 2800 m, one of the cross-correlation maxima coincides with the previously estimated splitting from Method 1 (blue line). Method 2, however, seems to extend
the splitting measurements to a larger range of offsets (red line). Figure 5 shows an example
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of the optimally rotated receiver components and the time-shifted waveforms of two approximately orthogonally polarized S-waves.
Discussion and conclusions
We observed S-wave splitting on 3C
accelerometers that recorded microseismic events induced by hydraulic fracture
well stimulation. Although VTI symmetry can explain the splitting of shearwaves at distances between 2300 m and
2800 m, a careful inspection of the Swave particle motions reveals a greater
splitting at near-vertical propagation.
This observation provides evidence for a
possible non-VTI type of anisotropy. In
Figure 5 Example of splitting on receiver 52. Red line is the fact, this finding is not that surprising
optimally oriented horizontal fast S-component, solid blue since shear-wave splitting is usually obline is the slow S-component, and dotted blue line is the slow
served in multicomponent zero-offset
S-trace optimally shifted to fit the fast S-wave. The estiVSP data (Winterstein et al., 2001). The
mated splitting is 50 ms.
shear-wave time delay of about 25 ms
measured at the hypocentral distance of 2800 m (or at the offset-to-depth ratio equal to 0.85)
yields the shear-wave splitting coefficient γ(S) of approximately 2% (or 4% if the half-period
uncertainty is included). The time delay at the small-offset receivers is close to 50 ms corresponding to γ(S) ≈ 4%. This conclusion has an important implication for location of microseismic events: without the knowledge of type and strength of anisotropy, the S-waves do not
improve location accuracy as the S-wave energy does not focus at the hypocenter.
Finally, the vertical stratigraphic section between 1500 m and 2100 m in a well in this reservoir was logged with a dipole sonic tool, which does not show any significant shear wave
anisotropy in the vertical direction. To explain this discrepancy, we have to suppose that either the S-wave splitting mostly occurs in the subsurface above 1500 m (as observed by Winterstein et al., 2001) or the anisotropy is frequency dependent and the sonic logging frequencies (2-20 kHz) measure different rock properties than those sensed by surface seismic data.
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